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ODM 60w nail dust collector machine multifunctional with 

noisy cancellation Price 

Wholesale nail dust collector machine for clean nail ash,lightning,charging,polish. When 
you doing a nail salon it provides light that nail expert can do arts more easier.and none-
noisy design that customers feel comfortable all in one solution. It has 2 pack of 
fragrance to fresh air, some nail gels smell it could cover it completely. There are 2 USB 
port on machine you can also charge cellphone while doing nail art. Compare with other 
manicure ash cleaners it is easy to process even by new. Reliable good quality and very 
good credit standing are our principles, which will help us at a top-ranking position. 
Adhering to your tenet of "quality 1st, purchaser supreme" for New Fashion Design for 
China Wholesale Nail Dust Collector machine for Polish Acrylic Nails, We can do your 
customized order to meet your own satisfactory! Our company sets up several 
departments, including production department, sales department, quality control 
department and sevice center, etc. New Fashion Design for China Nail Dust Collector 
and Manicure Machine price, We have been making our merchandise for more than 20 
years . Mainly do wholesale , so we now have the most competitive price , but highest 
quality. For the past years , we got very good feedbacks , not only because we provide 
good goods , but also because of our good after-sale service . We have been here 
waiting in your case for your inquiry. 

We provide 2 different design doughnut(Blue/white/green)and 
grapefruit(Pink/yellow/white) lots of selection for buyers. 

 

Nail Dust Collector Machine 

Wholesale nail dust collector machine for clean nail 

ash,lightning,charging,polish. When you doing a 
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Wired manicure dust collector including 
1. Main body 

2. Power cord 

3. Perfume 

4. Packing box 

5. Manual 

1. Product Introduction of 60w nail dust collector machine 

multifunctional with noisy cancellation 

【Suitable Scenes】This nail dust collector is ideal for both professional use in salon and 
beginner use at home, giving you an enjoyable nail art experience. 
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【Low Noise 】 This Nail Dust Collector is quieter than other nail vacuum cleaner, you 
can talk to your friends as usual. 

【Humanity design】 you can put hands on it when you remove acrylic nails and your 
hands will feel very comfortable. 

【Powerful Enough】The rotation speed is up to 4500 rpm, easy to collect the dust when 
you are removing acrylic nails,perfect for personal use or use in the nail salon. 

【Easy to Clean】 This nail dust extractor has a washable and replaceable filter, clean 
the filter with water, no need to change dust bag every time, more convenient. 

 

2. Product Parameter (Specification) of 60w nail dust 

collector machine multifunctional with noisy cancellation 

wavelength 365+405nm Manufacturer Atocnail industry 

Type 60w dust collector for nail polish OEM and ODM Logo,color 
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3. Information of 60w nail dust collector machine 

multifunctional with noisy cancellation 

Product name manicure dust collector with light 

USB Port 2 

Wired or wireless With power adapter 

Life time Around 20000h 

Atocnail part number ATC-DC1 

Color Pink Yellow White Blue Green 

input 12V2A 100-240v 

Packing size 256*226*95 
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4. Product Details of 60w nail dust collector machine 

multifunctional with noisy cancellation 

How to Use The Nail Dust Collector 

Step 1: Connect the power supply with the nail dust collector in the DC socket. 

Step 2: Press the ON/OFF button to turn on the device and start working. 

Step 3: Press the ON/OFF button to turn off the device, unplug the power adapter when 
you do not use it for a long time. 

How to Clean The Nail Dust Collector 

*Take the filter out at first. 

*Turn the filter over to put the dust out . 

*Clean it with hair dryer . 

*Or wash it with water, And blow-dry it after you wash it. 

Notes: 

-The nail dust collector is not designed with a handpiece. 

-Please turn off the power when you do not use the nail dust collector. 

-Don't take the filter out when the nail dust collector is working. 
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5. Product Qualification of 60w nail dust collector 

machine multifunctional with noisy cancellation 

6 month warranty for nail dust collector. 

Please don’t use it for very long time at a time. 

6. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of 60w nail dust collector 

machine multifunctional with noisy cancellation 

Delivery: By Air,The UV lamp machine including battery 

Deliver time: 1-20 days for different quantity 

Price item: FOB 
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More details: 

Feature: 1. Push button switch, 3 gears wind speed can be adjusted, meet your different 
needs, simple operation. 2. Side cooling air outlet design: long lasting heat dissipation, 
not easy to get hot, extending the service life of the vacuum cleaner. 3. It adopts 4 fan 
dust removal design, 60W power, strong wind power, strong suction, cooling holes at the 
bottom and around, fluent ventilation, can be used for a long time without getting hot. 4. 
Precise filter vacuum cleaner, has strong dust suction ability, no dust leakage, and the 
pull out fine filter net can be reused and easy to clean, use a dust brush for surface 
cleaning, or use a hair dryer (cold air) to blow the back of the filter. 5. Low decibel non 
disturbance mode, multiple noise reduction, no interruption and no influence on work. 
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